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FDI Confidence Index 2018: India ranks 11th
India was ranked 11th position in the FDI Confidence Index 2018 released by
global consultancy firm A T Kearney. It has slipped by three notches in 2018 as it
was ranked 8th in 2017 and 9th in 2016. This is first time India fell out of the top
10 since 2015.

India's Neeraj Goyat is WBC Asia boxer of the year
Indian pugilist Neeraj Goyat has been conferred with the 'WBC Asia Boxer of the
Year Award'. Neeraj is the current WBC Asia champion in welterweight category.

Shuttler Srikanth climbs to 3rd spot in BWF Rankings
India’s star shuttler and Commonwealth silver-medallist Kidambi Srikanth climbed
to the third spot in the latest rankings released by the Badminton World Federation
(BWF). Fellow Indian HS Prannoy and London Olympic bronze-medallist Saina
Nehwal climb up two places to reach career-best eighth spot and tenth spot
respectively. In the women singles section, Indian star PV Sindhu continues to
hold on to the third spot.

Noted Malayalam novelist Pushpanath passes away
Noted detective novelist" Kottayam Pushpanath, who expanded the world of horror
fiction in Malayalam literature, died due to age related ailments. He was 80.

Justin Langer appointed as Head Coach of Australian Cricket Team
Former Australian cricketer Justin Langer appointed as Australian cricket team's
head coach for all three formats. Langer replaces Darren Lehmann, who had
stepped down after Australia's tour of South Africa amid the ball-tampering
controversy.

PM Modi most liked leader in world on Facebook
According to the study “World Leaders on Facebook” released by Burson Cohn &
Wolfe PM Modi is the most ‘liked’ world leader on Facebook. With 43.2 million
likes, Prime Minister Modi is almost double of USA President Donald Trump, who
has 23.1 Million likes. Modi also has the second highest number of interactions
and interaction rate behind Trump.

